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Abstract (en)
The invention pertains to a gangway side wall for a gangway between a first car of a multi-car vehicle and a second car of said vehicle comprising
a side panel, whereby the side panel is connected to a first connection at one side and connected to a second connection at a second side that is
opposite the first side, whereby the first connection and the second connection are suitable to attach the side panel to other parts of the gangway or
to the first car and/or the second car, the side panel at least in a section of its longitudinal extend is flexible to be bent into a concave or convex form,
preferably into the form of an arch, said arch having an axis that is not horizontal, the first connection being suitable to hold the side panel such that
it takes up a concave or convex form in the region of the first connection, preferably the form of an arch, the first connection has at least one fixing
element that can be held stationary and around which said section can be rotated or said section can be moved around said fixing element while
taking up said concave or convex form.
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